Lesson Name: Constellation
Learning

Instructional Activities

Outcomes

Time

Materials

“What do you see in the

F Students are Warm Up:
I to aware of
R
where we
S
are in the
T

Introduce myself and my experience
of watching the stars from Australia.

5min

night sky?”

in Taiwan?”
“Do you know the names
of the stars?”

L learn the
names and
Lesson Focus

S
S

ppt

“Can you see many stars

universe and

E

Essential Questions

stories of the

“Can you see any patterns

Part one:

O famous stars

-Begin the lesson with the topic

N in the night
‘Constellation’. Such as what do we
sky.
know about the stars around earth

10min

or pictures when you look
up the stars or clouds?”
“Why did people make
stories about the stars?”

and why people from thousands
“Did you know there are

years ago use the star patterns and
stories to create the constellations.

nine planets rotating
around the sun?”

-Explain the relationship with earth,

“Do you think the sun is

solar system and changing of the

moving or not moving?”

night

“Where is Taiwan?

sky

from

hemispheres of earth.

the

different

Northern Hemisphere? Or
Southern Hemisphere?”

Part two:

-Introduce the most well-known nine
constellations: Great Bear, Little

15min
“Do you know any of

Bear, Draco, Cassiopeia, Northern

these nine

Cross, Southern Cross, Orion, Taurus,

constellations?”

Scorpius. Students are to watch a
few short movie clips about the
legends of the constellations.

Part three:
-Let’s draw the stars! Students will

10min

Worksheet

be given a worksheet where they
will draw the simple constellation
images.
-Let’s write the vocabularies! The
students

are

to

write

10min
Notebook

the

constellation vocabulary.

Closure: Review the vocabs and
check out the writing.

5min

S Students are Warm Up:
E to learn
C
about their
O
birthday
N

lesson.
-Explain the lesson activity for the

D zodiac signs day and expectation; Key chain
and make
L

ppt

-Review the words from the last

design.

5min

E their own
S key chain
S
using the
O
zodiac
N
designs.

Lesson Focus:
10min

Part one: ‘Zodiac signs’

Zodiac cards
“Do you know your

-Explain about the Zodiac signs and

birthday?”

connection

“When is your

with

our

birthday.

Practice the names of the Zodiac

birthday?”

signs and ask the students’ birthday.

“Please come to me if

Each student will be issued with a
zodiac card

according

to

your birthday Zodiac is

their

(Sagittarius) and get

birthday. The zodiac cards will be

your Zodiac card.”

use for the key chain design.
Part two:
-Give

clear

instructions

of

the

20min

making of the Zodiac key chain

Plastic sheets,

design;

color pencils,
black pens,

1) Use the sand paper to sand the

scissors, sand
plastic paper, and use the zodiac

papers, glues,

card as a base image to draw on the

cutting boards,

plastic sheet.

cleaning clothes,
gloves,

2) Color and decorate the plastic

ovens

sheet and cut around the design.
3)Students are to hand out the cut
out key chain designs and start
working

on

the

‘word

search’

worksheet. At this points the teacher
will use the ovens to complete the
making of the key chain design.

10min

Word search
worksheet

Closure:
-Check out the notebook and clean

5min

the classroom.

T Students are Warm Up:

ppt

H to finish the -Quick vocabulary recap.
I
Zodiac key -Let’s connect the key rings! Return
R
chain design the key designs back to the students
D
and review
L the
E
S
S

10min
Zodiac key chain
designs, kay rings

and ask them to put the key rings on
the zodiac key designs.

constellation
and zodiac

Lesson Focus:

O vocabs.

Part one: Let’s review the Zodiac

N

sign!

10min

-Students are to watch a Zodiac sign
video and review the names and
recognize the star pictures

Part two: Review game!

“Can you match the

-Review game (Jeopardy game):

25min

mini boards,

pictures of the

markers, erasers
There are 20 questions to choose

constellations and their

from such as; ‘Tongue twister’, Find

names?”

the

correct

constellation

name,

‘mixed letters’ etc.
-The students are to paired up with

their study partner as a team and
help each other to find the correct
answers.
5min
Closure:
Let’s watch! Students are to watch a
short ending of a movie clip about
Cassiopeia, Andromeda and Perseus.
Expect the students to understand
the relevant of star stories in our
lives and history.

Differentiation/Modification

